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Prepared for Members and Committees of Congress

About TheCapitol.Net
We help you understand Washington and Congress.™
For more than 35 years, TheCapitol.Net and its predecessor, Congressional Quarterly
Executive Conferences, have been training professionals from government, military,
business, and NGOs on the dynamics and operations of the legislative and
executive branches and how to work with them.
Our training and publications include congressional operations, legislative and
budget process, communication and advocacy, media and public relations, research,
testifying before Congress, legislative drafting, critical thinking and writing, and more.
TheCapitol.Net encompasses a dynamic team of more than 150 faculty members
and authors, all of whom are independent subject matter experts and
veterans in their fields. Faculty and authors include senior government executives,
former members of Congress, Hill and agency staff, editors and journalists,
lobbyists, lawyers, nonprofit executives, and scholars.
We have worked with hundreds of clients across the country to develop
and produce a wide variety of custom, on-site training programs.
All courses, seminars, and workshops can be tailored to align with your
organization’s educational objectives and presented on-site at your location.
TheCapitol.Net is on the GSA Schedule, 874-4, for custom on-site training:
GSA Contract GS02F0192X.
TheCapitol.Net has more than 2,000 clients representing congressional offices,
federal and state agencies, military branches, corporations, associations,
news media, and NGOs nationwide.
TheCapitol.Net is a non-partisan firm.
Our blog: Hobnob Blog—hit or miss ... give or take ... this or that ...

TheCapitol.Net is on the
GSA Schedule, 874-4,
for custom on-site training.
GSA Contract GS02F0192X
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A Practical Guide to Preparing and Delivering
Testimony Before Congress and Congressional
Hearings for Agencies, Associations, Corporations,
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Non-partisan training and publications that show how Washington works.™
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The essential purpose of a committee markup is to determine whether a measure pending before a
committee should be altered, or amended, in any substantive way. Of course, committees do not
actually amend measures; instead a committee votes on which amendments it wishes to
recommend to the House.
How a panel conducts the amending process in markup for the most part reflects procedures used
in the Committee of the Whole, as possibly modified by an individual committee’s rules. There is
also a widespread feeling that the level of formality in a markup often reflects the level of
contention in the measure being marked up. See http://www.crs.gov/products/guides/
guidehome.shtml for more information on legislative process.
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T

he essential purpose of a committee markup is to determine whether a measure pending
before a committee should be altered, or amended, in any substantive way. Of course,
committees do not actually amend measures; instead a committee votes on which
amendments it wishes to recommend to the House.
How a panel conducts the amending process in markup for the most part reflects procedures used
in the Committee of the Whole, as possibly modified by an individual committee’s rules. There is
also a widespread feeling that the level of formality in a markup often reflects the level of
contention in the measure being marked up. See http://www.crs.gov/products/guides/
guidehome.shtml for more information on legislative process.
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Bills must be read twice in committee. Committees traditionally dispense with the first reading of
a bill, either by unanimous consent or by motion. A bill is not considered as read for a second
time (for amendment) until the chair directs the clerk to read section one. Under regular order a
bill is read for amendment by section. By unanimous consent, however, a bill could be considered
as read and open for amendment by title or at any point. In either case, the chair may then
recognize any member to offer an amendment.
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In recognizing members to offer amendments or to speak, the chair generally alternates between
parties and gives preference to more senior members. When a member offers an amendment, the
committee clerk traditionally reads the amendment and staff distribute copies of it; the reading
may be dispensed with by unanimous consent.
Prior to a member speaking in support of his or her amendment, any member can either reserve or
make a point of order against the amendment. If the point of order is made, the chair rules
immediately; if it is reserved, the proponent of the amendment is recognized for five minutes in
support of the amendment. In either case, the only time the point of order can be raised or
postponed is prior to the proponent speaking on behalf of his or her amendment.
Most committees consider amendments under the five-minute rule. However, unlike in the
Committee of the Whole, members do not need to strike the last word to gain recognition;
members merely need to seek recognition to speak on an amendment. A member may gain
additional time to speak beyond five minutes by obtaining unanimous consent.
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In many markups, members can offer amendments to each section of a bill as a section is read or
designated. When the last amendment to a section has been offered, the section is considered
closed to further amendment. The committee then moves to the next section. Amendments may
also be offered en bloc, that is, affecting the measure in more than one place or in more than one
section, but only if unanimous consent is granted.
A second option is for the chair to open the bill for amendment at any point. Such a procedure
requires unanimous consent. This amendment process enables members to offer amendments in
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random order; some committees, however, use an amendment roster, traditionally prepared and
agreed to in advance by all committee members.
As a third option, the chair can offer, or recognize another member to offer, an amendment in the
nature of a substitute, essentially a full-text alternative to the pending measure. Such an
amendment can only be offered at the beginning or end of the process, and would then be open to
amendment at any point. (The previous question can be moved on such an amendment following
debate on it, cutting off all further debate and amendments to the measure being marked up.)
Amendments must be read in full unless reading is dispensed with by unanimous consent.
Amendments can be withdrawn as long as no action, such as a vote, has been taken on them;
unanimous consent is not required.
General principles and prohibitions governing amendments on the floor also generally apply in
committee, such as amendments are only permitted in two degrees and amendments must be
germane.
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After the last section of a bill has been read or designated, or when by unanimous consent the
entire bill has been considered as read, any member can move the previous question. This motion
can only be made when all sections have been read. A member can also move to close or end
debate on a pending amendment or to limit further debate on a pending amendment or section at a
specified time. Unlike the previous question, closing debate does not preclude offering or
deciding on further amendments; it just means that all subsequent amendments would be decided
without debate.
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There are three methods of voting in committee: voice, division (show of hands), or record. A
record vote requires support of one-fifth of the members present to demand such a vote.
Pursuant to a House rules change agreed to in the 108th Congress, committees may adopt a
committee rule that allows the committee or subcommittee chair to postpone votes on approving a
measure, or adopting an amendment, and returning proceedings on a postponed question at any
time after reasonable notice.
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Judy Schneider
Specialist on the Congress
jschneider@crs.loc.gov, 7-8664
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Congressional
Operations Briefing–
Capitol Hill Workshop
Congressional Operations
Briefing and Seminar
The definitive overview of
how Congress works.
This intensive course is offered as a
3-day public Briefing and as a tailored
on-site 3, 4 or 5-day program.
Public Briefings are offered throughout the year in Washington, DC.
Space is limited.
Dates, Agenda, Previous Faculty, and Secure Online Registration:

TCNCHW.com
On-site Congressional Briefings and
Capitol Hill Workshops for agencies:

CLCHW.com

703-739-3790 TheCapitol.Net

All of our courses and workshops include extensive
interaction with our faculty, making our courses
and workshops both educational as well as miniconsulting sessions with substantive experts.
Non-partisan training and publications that show how Washington works.™

PO Box 25706, Alexandria, VA 22313-5706
703-739-3790 • www.thecapitol.net
TheCapitol.Net is on the
GSA Schedule, 874-4,
for custom on-site training.
GSA Contract GS02F0192X

Courses approved for CEUs from George Mason University

Our Upcoming Schedule of Courses can be seen
online on our web site or at TCNCourses.com.
All of our courses and any combination of their
topics can be customized for on-site training for
your organization—we are on GSA Advantage,
Contract GS02F0192X.

thecapitol.net
703-739-3790

